Allow your customers to integrate their transactional data with their accounting software

Providing connectivity between the financial platforms that your customers use to run their business

» Provide customers with the type of digital experience and connectivity they have come to expect
» Give your customers back their valuable time so that they can focus on growing their businesses
» Faster, simpler and less expensive than building integrations in-house
» A fully white labelled solution

Data sources include

sage
Intuit Quickbooks
KashFlow Accounting Software
freeagent
Reckon
“A wide variety of accounting integrations is a simple requirement for a modern business banking service like Tide. Codat has helped us achieve that requirement several years more quickly than we otherwise would have.”

Ali Travis, VP Business Services

How it works

**Authorisation**
Connectivity to each accounting platform made easy using Codat’s standard API

**Insertion**
Transformed data is inserted into the different accounting platforms used by your customers

**Transformation**
Codat handles the mapping and grouping of data to the correct format

**Synchronisation**
Allow your customers to choose how and when their data is synchronised from within their banking app

For more information on how Codat can help your business or to arrange a demo please contact

→ info@codat.io

Data encrypted in transit using SSL and at rest using AES-256 managed by Microsoft Azure.
Regular system penetration testing and continual improvement in line with our ISO27001 certification